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Abstract: The main goal of this research is to show that even a small deviation from the prescribed
casting method EN 14651 causes a difference in fiber orientation distribution in sample beams.
A further goal is to investigate the difference in the fiber orientation between bottom and side
layers, which would carry the tensile load in the in-situ situation (bottom layer) compared to testing
according to EN 14651 (side layer). Nowadays, the development of the proper numerical simulations
that aim to visualize the casting process of the fresh concrete flow is a promising challenge in the
construction industry. To be able to predict the orientation and spatial distribution of the short fibers
using numerical tools may significantly simplify the investigations of the fibered composite materials.
This paper compares simulations of different casting methods of the fiber concrete mixture with
various flowabilities. The casting of the testing specimen was simulated in different ways: the filling
of the formwork according to EN 14651, from the center only and from one edge of the formwork
using computational fluid dynamics. The influence of different casting methods in combination with
four specific sets of the rheological parameters on the final fiber orientation distribution is discussed.
The presented outcomes of the simulations demonstrate that even a minor change in the casting
procedure can significantly alter the final characteristics of the material.

Keywords: fiber concrete; casting simulation; computational fluid dynamics; fiber orientations

1. Introduction

Research and development of advanced composite materials are one of the most impor-
tant aspects of the building industry. This requirement originates from the environmental
impact of the building industry in terms of CO2 production and use of raw materials and
also from the need to build higher buildings with lighter stronger structures. The use of
fibers in concrete provides for the improvement of load-bearing properties and ensures the
increased serviceability of concrete products. The addition of fibers reduces crack propa-
gation and even allows the transfer of stresses through cracks in the concrete. The fibers
aligned in the stress direction can contribute to the force transmission. Depending on
the place of filling and the direction of the concrete flow in the formwork, the orientation
distribution of fibers in the concrete may vary.

Many research groups have contributed to the study and improvement of the rheo-
logical properties of the ordinary concrete, as well as of fiber-reinforced concrete. Roussel
has established the connection between the proper measurements of rheological properties
(yield stress and thixotropy) and casting processes of the slabs and walls [1]. Hu et al.
have studied the influence of coarse aggregate on the rheology of concrete and pointed out
that a higher amount of coarse and fine aggregate, in general, results in higher rheological
parameters (yield stress and viscosity) [2]. Kostrzanowska-Siedlarz and Gołaszewski have
analyzed the rheological properties (plastic viscosity and yield stress) and how they change
over time [3]. Jiao et al. have indicated that rheological properties, such as plasticity, viscos-
ity and elasticity, under shear stress have an important impact on the constructing, forming
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or casting process [4]. Boulekbache et al. have studied how the rheology of fiber-reinforced
concrete impacts the fiber orientation and distribution and how the flexural strength may
be strongly improved by the proper fiber orientation in the direction of the tensile stresses
in the fresh concrete with good workability [5]. Ponikiewski and Gołaszewski have demon-
strated that the embedding of fibers into the concrete mixture has a negative impact on its
workability and rheological properties; however, the optimal addition of a superplasticizer
improves its properties [6]. Khaloo et al. have demonstrated that increasing the steel-fiber
volume fraction has reduced the workability of self-compacting concrete and that the
addition of high percentages of fibers led to a decrease in other rheological parameters [7].

Recently, special attention has been paid to the evaluation of the filling methods of
fresh concrete and their influence on the orientational and spatial fiber distribution inside
of fiber-reinforced self-compacting concrete and ultra-high-performance fiber-reinforced
concrete. Torrijos et al. have analyzed the influence of the casting/placing procedure
of fiber-reinforced self-compacting concretes with different fiber lengths on post-peak
behavior [8,9]. Ponikiewski et al. have demonstrated the very strong dependence of the
location of concrete casting on fiber distribution and presented the possibility of estimating
the uniformity of fiber distribution throughout the scanned elements using X-ray computed
tomography [10]. Sucharda et al. have presented an approach to identify the specific
material characteristics by applying inverse analysis. They found that the size of the
specific fracture energy is the most significant input parameter [11].

Vicente et al. have studied the influence of fiber orientation and fiber content on
residual tensile strength and fatigue under static and cyclic bending tests [12]. Voutetaki et
al. has discussed the impact of the embedded synthetic fibers on the compressive strength
and the damage-detection procedure [13]. The results of the investigations presented
by Barnett et al. have demonstrated that the panels poured from the center have shown
a higher strength due to the alignment of fibers which have a tendency to be aligned
perpendicular to the direction of flow and led to more fibers bridging the radial cracks
which occurred during the mechanical testing [14].

Ferrara et al. have provided experimental evidence that the casting process can be used
to efficiently orient the fibers along the direction of the tensile stresses within the structural
element [15]. Zhou and Uchida have studied fiber orientation in ultra-high-performance
fiber-reinforced concrete using the transparent model with fibers and compared with X-ray
computed tomography analysis [16,17]. Yoo et al. have presented a study that investigates
the influence of fiber length and placement method on the flexural behavior of ultra-high-
performance self-compacting concrete [18].

In general, the composition of concretes is regulated by EN 206-1. The standard EN
206-1 refers to the standard EN 12390 for the testing of hardened concrete. Part EN 12390-5
deals with the testing of the flexural strength. The test aims to record the maximum force
that can be absorbed during specimen bending. The load is applied perpendicular to the
direction in which the specimens are filled. In principle, the requirements of the EN 206-1
standard apply to fiber-reinforced concrete and, thus, also the technical requirements for the
composition. The standard 12390 was adopted for fiber concrete in the form of the standard
EN 14651 [19]. This standard describes the procedure for determining the flexural strength
of fiber-reinforced concrete specimens and specifies the procedure of the preparing and
testing of the specimens. It describes the evaluation of the tensile behavior of metallic-fiber
concrete in terms of the determination of residual flexural tensile strength values defined
from load-deflection curves or the load-crack mouth opening displacement curve obtained
by applying a center-point load. Since the formulation of the standard EN 14651, a lot of
research on the influence of fiber orientations on mechanical properties has been conducted
and published [1–10,14–18,20–24]; additionally, research on the influence of the flow of a
concrete mass on fiber orientations has been published [8–10,25–29]. However, there have
been no studies published that investigate the fiber orientations obtained by the sample
preparation according to EN 14651.
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Full-scale experiments according to EN 14651 with subsequent computed tomography
analysis of fiber distribution are highly time- and cost-consuming procedures; therefore,
numerical simulations can significantly simplify the planning and development stage
of research and construction. Knowing exactly how the filling process affects the fiber
distribution could be used as a guide for the technological design of casting and filling
procedures with fiber-reinforced concrete.

The most widely used applications for numerical simulations in concrete materials
technology are the rheometry simulations [30,31], the simulation and optimization of the
mixing process [32,33], the casting and placement optimization [26,27,34], and the simu-
lation of the tests in hardening state [35]. A detailed overview of existing applications of
numerical simulations has been presented by several researchers [36,37]. It has been shown
that numerical techniques provide flow prediction for a variety of viscosities with a high
reliability level [38,39].

Mechanical models for fiber concrete have been developed by several research teams;
several of these models take the fiber orientation distribution into account. Since the fiber
orientation distribution is often anisotropic [40–43], after homogenization, the resulting
macroscopic mechanical material model is also anisotropic [20–24].

The use of fiber-reinforced concretes is also widespread in the manufacture of precast
concrete elements, among other things [44]. Due to the correct dosage of fibers, cracking is
considerably prevented. Concrete and reinforcing-steel damage under increased loads as
a result of sulfate action, freeze–thaw cycles and the alkali–silica reaction is a durability
problem in tunnel, canal and shaft structures. The optimally controlled placement of the
concrete in the formwork contributes to the achievement of the design approaches of the
use of fibers. Controlled production in the precast plants has scheduling advantages for
the construction progress, which, however, should not be achieved at the expense of the
necessary curing. Slackly reinforced precast concrete elements have usually already been
removed from the mold the day after concreting and stored in the plant’s yard. Early
shrinkage of the concrete causes cracking, which is partly counteracted by the use of
fibers. Especially in the case of highly loaded bar-shaped elements, shrinkage cracks with
expansion potential are critical and should definitely be prevented by suitable measures.
One of the motivations of this study is to develop practical guidelines for the optimal
concreting process in precast plants in order to achieve reliable and reproducible final states
of the concrete matrix.

The main aim of the research presented here is to analyze the influence of the casting
method of a test specimen on the fiber distribution and pointing out which casting con-
ditions might lead to the preferable fiber orientation. Tests on fiber-reinforced specimens
have already shown favorable fiber distribution for achieving higher flexural strength of
concrete slabs [25]. According to EN 14651 [19], the specimen should be rotated by 90
degrees around the longitudinal axes for bending tests while in-situ casting preserves the
bottom layer. That fact raises the question of if the fiber distribution is invariant under
this rotation, or if a different fiber distribution is, in fact, tested. Therefore, the numerical
simulations aim to investigate the variability in the fiber orientation distribution in different
boundary layers of the specimens.

This paper presents the results of numerical simulations of the casting process of fresh
self-compacting concrete with short fibers using different pouring methods: the filling of
the formwork according to EN 14651 and pouring from the middle and from the end of the
formwork. Additionally, the rheological parameters (yield stress and plastic viscosity) were
varied to represent different flowabilities, such as super-liquid, self-leveling, high-viscous
and slump.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Sample Preparation and Testing According to EN 14651

The specimens for the standard test according to EN 14651 are prisms with a square
base with dimensions of 15 cm × 15 cm and a specimen length of 550 to 700 mm. The max-
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imum length of the steel fibers is limited to 60 mm. The specimen formwork is filled in
two steps. In the first step, 2/3 of the concrete volume is poured in the middle of the mold.
The remaining 1/3 is divided in half and poured into the mold at its two ends, see Figure 1.
In the simulations described below, the simulated concrete is considered non-compacted;
therefore, the mold is filled up to the top edge. Since the filling side may show unevenness
after the curing of the concrete, the specimen is rotated once by 90 degrees during load
application when measuring the tensile strength, see also Figure 2. The rotation results in
two plane-parallel surfaces, which are required for the bending tensile measurement.

Figure 1. Preparation of samples according to standard EN 14651, the casting is performed in two
steps, arrows denote filling areas.

Figure 2. A sketch showing the location of the notch for the bending test in relation to the filling side
and the location of the fiber orientation probes, probe 1 is located for use with the casting bottom
as notched surface (left picture), and probe 2 is located for use with a side wall as notched surface
(right picture). The darker surface of the sample beam indicates the filling side during the casting.

2.2. Computational Fluid Dynamics Simulations

Fresh concrete behaves like a Bingham plastic when it is cast, which means under the
critical shear stress (yield stress τ0) it behaves rigidly, and when the critical shear stress is
surpassed, it shows a linear relation between shear stress and shear rate.

The flow of the fresh concrete mass can be modeled with the incompressible Navier–
Stokes equations

∇ · u = 0 (1)
∂u
∂t

+∇ · (uu)−∇ · (ν∇u) = −∇p , (2)
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with the kinematic viscosity ν = µ
ρ and the dynamic viscosity µ. In the implementation,

the Bingham-plastic behavior is approximated by a Herschel–Bulkley viscosity model:

µeff =

{
µ0 , |γ̇| ≤ γ̇0
k|γ̇|n−1 + τ0|γ̇|−1 , |γ̇| ≥ γ̇0

, (3)

with µ0 = k|γ̇0|n−1 + τ0|γ̇0|−1, a large µ0 and n = 1 is used to approximate a Bingham-
plastic behavior; k dominates the viscosity when the material flows. In a Herschel–Bulkley
model, the shear stress τ and shear rate γ̇ are related as follows: τ = τ0 + kγ̇n.

For these equations, an equation for the fiber orientations is needed. Here, the align-
ment or orientation tensors [45–47] come into play. The orientations of the fibers are
described by an evolution equation for the second-order orientation tensor aij [48,49]

Daij

Dt
= −1

2
(ωikakj − aikωkj) (4)

+
1
2
(r2 − 1)
(r2 + 1)

(γ̇ikakj + aikγ̇kj − 2γ̇klaijkl)

+2Dr(δij − 3aij) ,

where D
Dt is the material derivative (co-moving derivative), ωij is the vorticity tensor,

r = L/D is the aspect ratio of the fibers, L is the fiber length, and D is the diameter.
The terms Dr = CI γ̇, as suggested in [50], and γ̇, which is the scalar magnitude of the rate
of strain tensor, are given by:

Dr = CI γ̇ (5)

=

{
γ̇ 0.03(1− e−0.224Φr) if Φr ≤ 1.3
γ̇ 0.0184e−0.7148Φr if Φr > 1.3

, (6)

Φ = nL
πD2

4
(7)

γ̇ = |γ̇ij| =
√

1
2
(γ̇ijγ̇ji) , (8)

where CI is the fiber–fiber interaction coefficient, which serves to randomize the orientation
state [49] and n is the fiber number density.

Since the equation of change for the second-order orientation tensor contains the
fourth-order orientation tensor, a closure approximation which allows to calculate aijkl from
aij is required. The IBOF-5 closure approximation suggested in [51] is used here:

aijkl = β1S(δijδkl) + β2S(δijakl) + β3S(aijakl) + β4S(δijakmaml) (9)

+β5S(aijakmaml) + β6S(aimamjaknanl) ,

where S(Tijkl) =
1

24 ∑perm(ijkl) Tijkl is the symmetrization operator, with the sum carried
out over all permutations of ijkl, and the coefficients β are functions of the second and third
invariants of aij, see [51].

For the simulation, interFiberFoam [27], a modified interFoam solver from the Open-
FOAM 2.3.0 library, was used [52]. The implementation was adapted from the icoFiberFoam
presented in [49]. The solver uses the so-called Weller-VOF (volume of fluid) method [53]
to simulate multiphase free-surface flow. The solver was extended to include calculations
of the equation of change for the second-order fiber-orientation tensor field in the concrete
phase [27]. At every time step, Equation (4) was solved to simulate the evolution of the
fiber-orientation tensors in the concrete phase. The simulation is one-way coupled—the
flow-field affects the fiber orientation distribution, whereas the fiber orientation has no
effect on the flow field. Verification of the solver had been performed in [27] by comparison
with results of simulations published by other researchers.
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The geometry simulated is the beam geometry according to EN 14651, with three
casting containers, see Figure 3. All simulations are performed on the same mesh, only
the initial filling of the containers is changed. The geometry was modeled and meshed in
Gmsh [54]. Any number of containers can be active at the same time or one after the other.
Post-processing was performed in ParaView [55].

For the atmosphere above the mold, fixed total pressure and a zero-gradient boundary
condition for the velocity were applied.

On the walls of the mold, a zero-gradient condition was applied for the pressure field
while a planar state of orientation in the plane of the walls was assumed for the fibers.

The material parameters used in the simulation are given in Table 1 and results of
simulated flowability tests are given in Table 2.

XY

Z

(a)

XY

Z

(b)

X

Y

Z

(c)

Figure 3. Representation of geometry and mesh of the numerical simulation; the mesh has 7023 nodes
and 37,020 cells. Geometry of the beam: W × L× H: 0.15 m × 0.62 m × 0.15 m, inlet �10 cm, located
centered on the beam axis and 8 cm from the end walls. Modeling and meshing were performed
in Gmsh [54]. (a) Geometry and mesh of the casting setup, 3D view. (b) Geometry and mesh of the
casting setup, side view. (c) Bottom view of mesh of the casting setup.

Table 1. Transport properties used in the OpenFOAM simulation, notation follows the naming in
OpenFOAM, i.e., ρ is the density, τ0 is the yield stress, k controls the viscosity of the flowing mass
and ν0 is the viscosity used if stress is below yield stress. The parameters are in the range published
by [56,57]

Case OpenFOAM Value Physical Value

ρ all cases 2300 2300 kg
m3

ν0 all cases 1000 1000 m2

s

n all cases 1 1

τ0

super-liquid 0.017391 40 Pa
self-leveling 0.0347 79.810 Pa
high-viscous 0.0547 125.81 Pa

slump 0.0947 217.81 Pa

κ
super-liquid 0.010870 25 Pa·sn

self-leveling 0.0217 49.910 Pa·sn

high-viscous 0.0417 95.910 Pa·sn

slump 0.0917 210.91 Pa·sn
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Table 2. Obtained rheological properties of the simulated SFRC mass using simulated funnel flow
test and flow table test (with Abram’s cone, the dropping of plate was not simulated).

Case Funnel Outflow Time Flow Table Diameter

super-liquid 1 s –
self-leveling 2.5–3.2 s 108 cm
high-viscous 5–7 s 78 cm
slump 16 s 62 cm

3. Results
3.1. Dynamics of Filling the form

An intermediate state of the filling of the formwork can be seen in Figure 4; the screen-
shots are taken at different time steps for different flowabilities to show differences in
flow behavior.

(a) super-liquid (0.55 s) (b) self-leveling (0.55 s)

(c) high-viscous (1.05 s) (d) slump (2.05 s)

Figure 4. Comparison of the flow behavior, to give an impression of the viscosity (workability,
flowability) of the simulated concrete mass. Shown are intermediate time steps.

3.1.1. Super Liquid

The mold is filled very quickly. In the normative simulation set-up, the concrete
is already pressed up against the sidewalls of the mold during filling from the central
container. The subsequent filling from the side containers stimulates turbulent mixing of
the mold contents at the mold edges. During the filling processes from only one container,
there are also strong wave excursions at the surface, which quickly subside again and the
concrete surface rapidly levels off horizontally. Figure 4a demonstrates the behavior of
the super-liquid mixture. As one can see from the image, the mixture is highly liquid and
at the time step 0.55 s the formwork is filled almost at the half. Additionally, the mixture
splashes against the sidewalls of the formwork.
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3.1.2. Self-Leveling

The mold is filled more slowly and the concrete is not pressed upwards at the end
faces of the mold. The sloshing up is not visible, the concrete level in the mold center is
higher than at the mold edges. In the edge areas, the concrete already in the mold is more
clearly dampened by the concrete flowing out of the edge containers. During edge filling,
there is a uniform flat increase in the level of the filling material. After completion of the
filling, air bubbles rising to the concrete surface can be assumed, which disappear after the
upward rise. In the case of one-sided filling, it can be seen that when the concrete reaches
the opposite side, the filling height is approximately the same at the filling point and in the
center of the mold. Figure 4b illustrates the behavior of the self-leveling mixture. At the
time step 0.55 s, the mixture has a quite-visible cone shape which demonstrates the proper
viscosity of the self-leveling mixture.

3.1.3. High Viscous

A clear concrete cone can be seen in the normative filling. The filling from both sides
in the second step suggests the formation of three filling areas in the front mold view. There
is no pronounced mixing of the different fill quantities. When filling from one side or in the
middle, it can be seen that the concrete levels off much more slowly. When filling from the
edge, a uniform slope from the filling point along the entire mold length can be seen when
reaching the opposite formwork wall. Figure 4c shows the behavior of the high-viscous
mixture. In addition, the cone shape of the mixture is even more visible. In addition,
the mixture reaches the sidewalls later in time than in the case of the self-leveling mixture
(at time step 1.05 s) which may verify that the mixture is more viscous.

3.1.4. Slump

In the normative filling process, concrete cones with a clear valley between the cone
tips can be seen even during the second filling step. The concrete surface does not level
out completely. Complete displacement of the air bubbles cannot be seen. In the case of
one-sided filling, the slope on the concrete surface remains even after the container has been
completely emptied. Figure 4d demonstrates the behavior of the slump mixture. As we can
notice, the mixture is so highly viscous that even at the time step 2.05 s the mixture has a
strong cone shape and it flows so slowly that it did not reach the sidewalls of the formwork.

3.2. Obtained Final Fiber Orientation Distributions

The results of the numerical simulations of the fiber concrete flow with different
rheological parameters and performed by several casting methods are demonstrated in
Table 3. The fiber orientation distributions are represented by the ellipsoidal glyphs.
A spherical shape of the glyphs represents isotropic distribution; the elongated (cigar)
shape represents the zones where the fibers were well-aligned with each other; and the
penny-shaped glyphs represents a fiber distribution with orientations mostly within a
plane (planar isotropy).

The obtained results are presented by two views: a front view of the specimen and a
bottom view. The front view contains the glyphs of the whole volume, while the bottom
view only shows the bottom layer.

The results of the normative filling process according to EN 14651 are shown in the
first column of Table 3 and in Figure 5. The second column depicts the results of only
center casting, which one may be tempted to do with sufficiently flowable concrete mass
in practice. Additionally, the third column shows casting from one end (in this case, the
left side). Each method is compared for four flowabilities ranging from (unrealistically)
super-liquid, over realistic self-leveling and high-viscous to slump.

In the following, first general observations valid for all cases are mentioned, and then,
for each flowability, the different casting methods are compared.

A general observation is that under the (final) casting points the fibers tend to be
aligned along the beam axis close to the bottom layer, and tend to become vertically aligned
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at a large distance from the final casting point, which can be the center of the beam in the
normative filling simulation.

Another observation is that the higher the viscosity and yield stress, the better the
fibers are aligned with each other and correlation exists for a longer range.

Table 3. Comparison of fiber orientations for different flowabilities and casting points. The ellipsoidal
glyphs represent the fiber orientation distribution: an isotropic distribution is represented by a spher-
ical glyph, a distribution with well aligned fibers is shown by a cigar shaped glyph. An additional
hint is given by the colors from blue to red.

According to EN Standard Only Center Casting Only Edge Casting

super-
liquid

self-
leveling

high-
viscous

slump

Concerning different viscosities of a mixture, in general one can conclude that the
super-liquid cases produced more isotropic and random fiber orientation distribution.
In addition, with the increasing in the viscosity, the fibers become better aligned in one
direction. However, the most viscous case —the slump case—demonstrated that a highly
dense material can create air bubbles in the formwork during casting.

Quantitative orientation measures in the form of the scalar-order parameter S, the bi-
axiality b and the director ~d, which is the eigenvector of the according to amount largest
eigenvalue of the alignment tensor (~d = ~v(max(|λi|)), are presented in Table 4. The scalar-
order parameter S is S = 3

2 λ1 (|λ1| ≥ |λ2| ≥ |λ3|), bS = 1
2 (λ3−λ2), bS = sign(S)b, with the

biaxiality b ∈
[
0, 1

3 |S|
]

and S ∈ [− 1
2 , 1], see [47,58]. S = 1 is perfectly aligned fibers, S = 0
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isotropic and S = − 1
2 is planar isotropic; see [58,59]. The two probes are located 2.5 cm

above the bottom and centered in the other directions for probe 1, and 2.5 cm from the side
wall and centered in the other directions for probe 2; see Figure 2. Thus, they would be at
the tip of a notch cut into the bottom or side, respectively.

(a) super-liquid (b) self-leveling

(c) high-viscous (d) slump

Figure 5. Comparison of the castings according to EN 14651 (first center, then edges)

Table 4. Orientation parameters at two probe positions, the probes are located 2.5 cm above the
bottom and centered in the other directions for probe 1, and 2.5 cm from the side wall and centered
in the other directions for probe 2. The scalar-order parameter S is S = 3

2 λ1 (|λ1| ≥ |λ2| ≥ |λ3|),
bS = 1

2 (λ3 − λ2), bS = sign(S)b, with the biaxiality b ∈
[
0, 1

3 |S|
]

and S ∈ [− 1
2 , 1]; see [58]. S = 1 is

perfectly aligned fibers, S = 0 isotropic and S = − 1
2 is planar isotropic; see [47,59].

Cast Position Flowability Position S b EV(λ1)

Norm super-liquid bottom 1 0.09 0.03 (−0.41, −0.91, −0.061)
Norm super-liquid side 2 0.44 0.02 (−0.015, 0.24, 0.97)

Norm rest super-liquid bottom 1 0.36 0.05 (−0.099, 0.099, −0.99)
Norm rest super-liquid side 2 0.53 0.03 (0.001, 0.17, 0.98)

Center super-liquid bottom 1 −0.12 0.03 (0.208, 0.007, 0.98)
Center super-liquid side 2 0.42 0.06 (0.044, 0.049, 0.99)

Side super-liquid bottom 1 −0.19 0.04 (−0.75, −0.075, 0.65)
Side super-liquid side 2 0.37 0.11 (0.21, 0.085, 0.97)

Norm self-leveling bottom 1 −0.25 0.08 (0.045, 0.042, −0.99)
Norm self-leveling side 2 0.38 0.09 (−0.26, −0.101, −0.96)
Center self-leveling bottom 1 0.37 0.10 (0.99, 0.15, 0.034)
Center self-leveling side 2 −0.33 0.10 (0.078, −0.99 ,0.15)

Side self-leveling bottom 1 0.38 0.08 (0.98, 0.031, 0.18)
Side self-leveling side 2 −0.37 0.12 (0.19, 0.96, −0.22)
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Table 4. Cont.

Cast Position Flowability Position S b EV(λ1)

Norm high-viscous bottom 1 0.35 0.07 (0.99, −0.002, 0.007)
Norm high-viscous side 2 0.37 0.10 (−0.17, −0.14, −0.97)
Center high-viscous bottom 1 0.63 0.05 (0.99, 0.05, −0.008)
Center high-viscous side 2 0.42 0.10 (0.99, 0.05, 0.073)

Side high-viscous bottom 1 0.51 0.05 (0.99, 0.074, 0.11)
Side high-viscous side 2 0.41 0.09 (0.84, −0.045, 0.54)

Norm slump bottom 1 0.59 0.05 (0.99, 0.007, −0.009)
Norm slump side 2 −0.28 0.09 (0.024, −0.96, 0.27)
Center slump bottom 1 0.65 0.04 (1.0, 0.01, −0.01)
Center slump side 2 0.40 0.07 (0.99, −0.04, −0.12)

Side slump bottom 1 0.38 0.08 (0.98, 0.007, −0.19)
Side slump side 2 0.29 0.09 (0.83, 0.054, −0.56)

3.2.1. Super-Liquid

Looking at the numerical simulations of the super-liquid case, one can note from
Table 4, that the director and the scalar order parameter vary quite a bit between the casting
methods. Normative casting leads to a low scalar-order parameter of only 0.09 and director
in the y direction with an inclination towards the x direction for the bottom probe, while
the side probe shows a scalar-order parameter of 0.44 with almost z orientation. Even a
short waiting time between the castings changes the values or the scalar-order parameter to
0.36 and 0.53, respectively, and the director of probe 1 towards the z direction. Both center
and side castings show planar orientations for probe 1, indicated by the negative scalar
order parameter, and moderate to good alignment in the z direction for probe 2.

These tendencies can also be observed when looking at the glyphs presented in the
first row of Table 3.

The presented fiber orientation distributions are not beneficial for transferring the
tensile stresses and will not prevent nor bridge the cracks.

3.2.2. Self-Leveling

Looking at the plots in Table 3 of the numerical simulations for the self-leveling case,
one can notice some patterns in the distribution of glyphs emerging. The alignment glyphs
in the side view start to follow a circle around the inflow point. For the center casting,
this means the fibers are starting to have a tendency to be aligned along the beam axis in
the bottom layer, but the director turns upwards with increasing distance from the center.
The same tendency of the director turning upwards can be observed for the side casting,
though it is less pronounced here. In the case of the normative casting, there are regions
between the three casting points where the director is pointed upwards.

Numerically, one can see from Table 4 that the probe 1 shows the director is aligned
along the x axis for the center and side casting with a moderate fiber alignment of S = 0.38,
while the normative casting shows a tendency of the flat-isotropic distribution in the
x–y plane. For probe 2, the situation is reversed with moderately aligned fibers in the
z direction for the normative casting, and plane-isotropy in the x–z plane for the center
and side castings.

3.2.3. High Viscous

The high-viscous case shows the highest degree of alignment in the center casting at
probe 1, but all casting positions show at least moderate alignment in the x direction, see
Table 4. The scalar-order parameter is positive for all casting positions and on both probe
locations. In the normative casting, the director at probe 2 is almost along the z axis, while
in the center and edge casting it is oriented in the x direction.

The visual trend observed in the self-leveling case is more pronounced here; the glyphs
presented in Table 3 follow the same trend.
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3.2.4. Slump

Visually, the same trends as in the high-viscous and self-leveling cases can be observed
in Table 3. Quantitatively, one can see from Table 4 that the degree of orientation is higher
at probe 1 for the normative and center casting, but lower for the edge casting. At probe 2,
in the normative casting there is a planar-isotropic orientation in the x–z plane, while in the
center casting the orientation is in the x direction, and the edge casting is somewhat tilted
from the x in the negative z direction.

4. Discussion

The standard EN 14651 was prepared by the Technical Committee CEN/TS 229 Pre-
cast concrete products. In this context, it is worth mentioning that the development of
technologies for predictable fiber distribution has a good chance, especially in the field of
precast concrete products. In precast plants, controllable manufacturing conditions prevail,
which allow high reproducibility of components and precast elements with lower tolerance
deviations. In addition, it is possible—especially in precast construction—to arrange the
filling side of the precast elements at the correct angles to the subsequent loading direction.
This possibility is often not available for in-situ casting.

As can be seen from the Tables 3 and 4, the most beneficial fiber orientation in the
bottom layer was present in the case of the high-viscous and slump flow which were cast
by the normative filling method and from the center of the formwork.

However, as is required in standard EN14651, the concrete sample needs to be rotated
by about 90 degrees around the longitudinal axis, which means the fiber orientation
distribution at the side becomes the bottom in the bending test and has to cope with the
strongest tension. As can be seen from Figure 6, the fiber orientations can be quite different.

Simulations of different casting scenarios show that extreme care must be taken when
trying to reproduce reality in the simulation; it also shows that for simulations to be used
in predicting fiber distributions in structural elements, care must be taken to ensure the
building crew follows exactly the prescribed casting procedure. As Figure 7 shows, even a
short pause between casting from different positions can alter fiber orientation distributions.

(a) bottom (b) side

(c) bottom (d) side

Figure 6. Side-by-side comparison of the fiber orientations in the bottom layer and in the side
layer. One can see the differences in the bottom-layer orientation distributions differ from the side
distributions. Since, in a bending test, the part that is on the under or top side take the largest stress,
turning a sample side-ways changes the tested distribution.
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(a) No pause when changing inflow buckets (b) Short pause when changing inflow buckets

Figure 7. Comparison of a super-liquid casting with no pause between center and side castings with
one having a few seconds pause between the center and the side castings to let the concrete mass
settle a bit.

5. Conclusions

This paper assesses the final fiber orientation distributions that were obtained by
numerical simulations of different casting methods of fresh concrete flow with short fibers.
The simulations were performed on a specimen according to EN 14651 standard. Four
different concrete types with different rheological properties were simulated. The behav-
ior of the different concretes and the evaluation of the flow properties of the concretes
was rechecked with the funnel-flow and cone flow-table method. For the simulations,
interFiberFoam, a modified interFoam solver from the OpenFOAM 2.3.0 library, was used.
The visualization was performed in ParaView. The results of the numerical simulation
showed that the higher the viscosity and yield stress, the better the fibers were aligned
with each other and correlation existed for a longer range. In general, it was concluded that
the highly liquid cases produced more isotropic fiber orientation distribution. Further, it
can be concluded that the sample preparation must be performed with great care, as even
small deviations, such as different times between the first and second pours, can alter fiber
orientation distributions. Another possible conclusion could be that the testing according
to the standard may not be applicable for in-situ casting of elevated floors, as a different
fiber orientation distribution is tested (side-layer compared bottom-layer).

Finally, it can be concluded that further simulation investigations on this topic are
useful for the evaluation of mechanical properties of fiber-reinforced specimens. Sim-
ulations have great potential as a tool to be used in precast plants for optimizing the
production process.
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